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This article presents a summarization of the doctoral thesis, which proposes efficient hybrid intelligent
algorithms in recommendation systems. The development of effective recommendation algorithms for
ensuring quality recommendation in a timely manner is a tricky task. Moreover, the traditional
recommendation system is inadequate to cope up with the new technological trends. To overcome these
issues, a batch of sophisticated recommendation systems has been discovered e.g. contextual
recommendation, group recommendation, and social recommendation. The research work investigates
and analyzes new genres of recommenders using nature-inspired algorithms, evolutionary algorithms,
swarm intelligence algorithms, and machine learning techniques. The algorithms resolve some crucial
problems of these recommenders. As a result, the more personalized recommendation is ensured.
Povzetek: Povzetek doktorske disertacije, ki predlaga učinkovite hibridne inteligentne algoritme v
priporočenih sistemih, raziskuje in analizira nove zvrsti priporočil z uporabo algoritmov po naravnih
vzorih, evolucijskih algoritmov, algoritmov z roji in tehnik strojnega učenja.
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Introduction

Recommendation from known sources assist to achieve
unknown tasks, e.g. purchasing of products, making
plans for vacation, etc. However, verbal assurance often
lacks real-time information and consequences
contradicting opinions. Consequently, users are
overwhelmed by the voluminous information, and the
possibility of opting wrong products could increase.
Recommendation System (RS) becomes functional in
such situations, e.g. movie recommendation of
movielens.org, music recommendation of last.fm,
product recommendation of amazon.com [1][2]. An RS
lessens, the “information overload” problem as well as
provide quick personalized recommendations [3].
Technically, the recommendation process consists of
collecting user preferences, tracking the relevant data,
and executing the recommendation algorithms [4].
The thesis presents intelligent recommendation
models considering real-life applications viz., movies, ecommerce, restaurants, hotels, and matrimonial sites
using learning algorithms, nature-inspired algorithms and
meta-heuristics optimizations. The initial chapters of the
thesis propose a new group and contextual
recommendation algorithms. The final few chapters
depict performance optimization algorithms.
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Methodology

The thesis deals with designing hybrid intelligent
algorithms using soft computing techniques, bio-inspired
algorithms, and probabilistic models. Specifically, the

research introduces (a) Crowd-Sourcing based Group
Recommendation Framework: a modified termite
colony based hybrid movie recommendation framework
is introduced to minimize the scalability problem,
recommendation of high quality products, and
minimization of the recommendation time[5] (b) Trusted
Contextual Recommendation Framework: a fish school
search algorithm based model is proposed to ensure the
recommendation from reputed users, and a reduction of
the recommendation hazards using artificial bee colony
based simulated annealing algorithm[6] (c) Functional
Retail Recommendation Framework: a termite colony
based optimized model is introduced for product
recommendation, predicted of stocks based on product
consumption pattern, and prediction to increase the
overall selling[7] (d) New Collaborative Filtering
Framework: a rough-dragonfly hybrid is proposed to
find the optimal neighbors of the active user, accurate
rating prediction, and removal of data sparsity issue[8]
(e) New Vista in Demographic Filtering Framework: a
K-means-ant colony hybrid is introduced to recommend
the best partners in matrimonial sites, intelligent noisy
data removal mechanism prior to recommendation, and
intelligent classification of the significant attributes[9].
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Results

In (a) Crowd-Sourcing based Group Recommendation
Framework: The well-known Movie-Lens dataset is used
in the experimentation purpose. The metrics such as
Mean Absolute Error and Root Mean Squared Error
have been used to test the error in the predicted rating.
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Moreover, the proposed content based filtering has been
compared with the Jaccard, Tanimoto, and Binary
Cosine techniques. The experimental results show
promising results compared to these techniques. In (b)
Trusted Contextual Recommendation Framework: The
Irish Trip-Advisor dataset is used in the experimentation.
Moreover, the AOL data set is used for the verification of
proper access operations. Particularly, location and time
are considered as contextual features. The parameters
reputation of a user, recommendations to a user, degree
of impact, and fitness are considered to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In (c)
Functional Retail Recommendation Framework: The
transactional dataset (13 distinct values) from a UKbased online retail store is used in experimentation
purpose. The parameters frequency of selling, repeat
purchase, number of purchases, and total selling
frequency assisting to predict the pattern of the stock in
the near future. In (d) New Collaborative Filtering
Framework: The model is trained using Restaurant and
Consumer data of the Recommender Systems Domain.
Subsequently, metrics such as Coverage, Root Mean
Squared Error, Precision, F-Measure, and Reliability
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model. In
(e) New Vista in Demographic Filtering Framework:
The first 100 demographic profiles of the prospective
brides and grooms from the popular Indian matchmaking
website SimplyMarry.com is considered for the
validation purpose. The metrics such as Success Rate and
Recall depicts the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The thesis proposes some novel ideas and
implementations to envisage recommendations. To
achieve this, the research exhibit intelligent
recommendations through learning. It successfully gets
rid of some inherent limitations such as detection of
intruders, recommendation generation, rating prediction,
neighbor selection, and matching of the user profiles.
The frameworks have been proposed in view of some
real-life applications such as movies, e-commerce,
restaurants, hotels, and matrimonial sites. As a result,
researches become more vibrant and exciting. Moreover,
the models could be easily plugged into commercial
recommenders. Although, the researches show promising
results, some improvements need to be taken care of such
as utility-based recommendations, good consensus
functions for group recommenders, management of big
data, robust algorithms to efficiently deal with the fuzzy,
ambiguous, and non-deterministic information.
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